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Chapter 75, Resolves of 1949.

Resolve providing for an Investigation and Study by a Special
Commission relative to an Examination or the Structure
or the State Government with a View to Elimination of
Duplications of Functions, Improvement of Operations
and Abolishment or Consolidation of Agencies thereby

reducing the Costs of Government and the Burden of
Tanation.

Resolved, That an unpaid special commission to consist of four
members of the senate to be designated by the president thereof, four
members of the house of representatives to be designated by the
speaker thereof, and four persons to be appointed by the governor,
two of whom shall be persons employed in the executive branch of
the government and two members of the general public, each of the
aforesaid appointments shall be divided so that they equally will
represent the two major political parties, is hereby established for
the purpose of examining the structure of the state government with
a view to the elimination of duplication and overlapping of functions,
improvement of operational efficiency by elimination of red tape and
the introduction of sound management practices in the day to day
operation of the state business, re-examination of all agencies of the
government with a view to determine whether or not they are essen-
tial, together with recommendations that the unessentials should be
abolished, consolidation of agencies which are engaged in similar work
and under control of one department head, determination of the possi-
bility of placing any of the state public service operations upon a
self-supporting basis by means of the charge of fees or otherwise, and
making such other recommendations as will tend to improve the
efficiency of operations by whatever state agency is charged with the
responsibility therefor. Said commission may call upon any depart-
ment, commission, board and officer of the commonwealth for such
information as it may desire in the course of its investigation. Said
commission shall be provided with quarters in the state house or
elsewhere, may hold hearings, may require by summons the attend-
ance and testimony under oath of witnesses and the production of
books and papers, may travel within and without the commonwealth
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and may expend for legal, clerical and other assistance and for ex-
penses such sums as may be appropriated therefor. Said commission
shall report from time to time to the general court the results of its
investigation and study and its recommendations, if any, together
with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recommendations into
effect and shall file its final report with the clerk of the house of repre-
sentatives not later than March thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
fifty-one. Approved August 26,19^9.

Chapter 12, Resolves op 1954

Resolve reviving and continuing the Special Commission on
the Structure of the State Government, and increasing

the Membership Thereof.
Resolved, That the unpaid special commission established by chapter

seventy-five of the resolves of nineteen hundred and forty-nine is
hereby revived and continued for the limited purpose of completing
its study of the structure of the general and labor service salary
schedules and of the existing allocation of offices and positions to
salary grades in such schedules. The membership of the commission
is hereby increased by two members, one from each of the major
political parties, to be appointed by the governor. For the purpose
of this resolve, said commission may expend the balance available in
item 0261-00 of section two of chapter four hundred and eighty-nine
of the acts of nineteen hundred and fifty-three, and in addition thereto
may expend the further sum of ten thousand dollars, which is hereby
appropriated from the General Fund. Said commission shall report
to the General Court the results of said study and its recommenda-
tions, if any, together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry
its recommendations into effect, and shall file its final report with
the clerk of the house of representatives not later than March fif-
teenth, nineteen hundred and fifty-four.

Approved February 5, 1954.



REPORTS OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON
THE STRUCTURE OF THE STATE GOV-
ERNMENT.

Cfte Commontoealtj) of

1950 1954

First Report (House Doc. 2685, June, 1950). Progress report upon
the work of the Commission. No legislation proposed.

Second Report (House Doc. 2126, December, 1950). Survey of the
over-all problems relating to the organization of the state gov-
ernment. No legislation proposed.

Third Report (House Doc. 2186, February, 1951). Report relative to:
(a) purchase of gasoline, electricity by Commonwealth; (6)
purchases by Commonwealth in amounts of 525 or less; (c.) un-
claimed wages and unpaid checks; (d ) the procedure followed
by the Special Commission in conducting its study. One bill
proposed. Basis of: Chapter 759, Acts of 1951.

Fourth Report (House Doc. 2523, May, 1951). Report on state agen-
cies concerned with industrial relations. Two bills proposed.
Basis of: Chapter 630, Acts of 1952. See Tenth Report.

Fifth Report (House Doc. 2591, June, 1951). Report on state agen-
cies concerned with public welfare and youth services. Two bills
proposed. Basis of: Chapter 801, Acts of 1951 (in part); chap-
ter 602, Acts of 1952; chapter 605, Acts of 1952.

Sixth Report (House Doc. 2880, November, 1951). Report on ciga-
rette tax stamp administration. One bill proposed. Referred
to Special Commission on Taxation for study (Resolves of 1952,
chapter 93).

Memorandum to the Recess Commission on Legislative Procedure (Novem-
ber, 1951). Included ten proposals. One adopted in amendment
to Joint Rule 4, adopted in concurrence on January 3, 1952.

Seventh Report (House Doc. 2051, January, 1952). Report on state
agencies concerned with education. Three bills proposed. Basis
of: Chapters 499, 585 and 630 of the Acts of 1952.

Eighth Report (House Doc. 2032, January, 1952). Report on state
agencies concerned with conservation. Seven bills proposed.
Basis of; Chapters 480, 501, 563 and 622 of the Acts of 1952.

Ninth Report (House Doc. 2400, March, 1952). Report on state
agencies concerned with public safety. Three bills proposed.
Basis of: Chapter 541, Acts of 1952. See Tenth Report.

Tenth Report (House Doc. 2199, December, 1952). Report on certain
bills appended to Fourth and Ninth Reports, which had been
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referred back to the Special Commission for further study. Four
bills reported back to General Court. Basis of: Chapter 644,
Acts of 1953 (in part).

Eleventh Report (House Doc. 2575, April, 1953). Report on state'
agencies concerned with building construction. One bill pro-
posed. Basis of: Chapter 612, Acts of 1953.

Twelfth Report (House Doc. 2828, June, 1953). Report on the De-
partment of Corporations and Taxation. One bill proposed.
Basis of: Chapter 654, Acts of 1953.

Thirteenth Report (House Doc. 200, August, 1953). Report on state
agencies concerned with public health. Eight bills proposed.
Action pending.

Fourteenth Report (House Doc. 2352, December, 1953). Report on
state personnel administration. Ten bills proposed. Action
pending.

Fifteenth Report (House Doc. 2600, March, 1954). Report on the
salaries of state officers and employees subject to General Laws,
chapter 30, section 46. Bills proposed. Action pending.

Copies of the foregoing, if the supply thereof is not exhausted, may
be obtained upon application to the Legislative Document Room,
Sergeant-at-Arms Division, Massachusetts General Court, State
House, Boston 33, Mass. Said documents are distributed without
charge.



FIFTEENTH REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COM-
MISSION ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE
STATE GOVERNMENT.

March 15, 1954

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

Pursuant to chapter 12 of the Resolves of 1954, we
herein file this, our fifteenth Report, incorporating therein,
for the purpose of transmission to the General Court,
the report and recommendations submitted to the Special
Commission by its consultants, Charles P. Messick and
Associates of 1605 West State Street, Trenton, New
Jersey.

By the terms of chapter 12 of the Resolves of 1954, the
scope of this report, and of the report by Charles P.
Messick and Associates, is confined to a study of the
structure of the general and labor service salary sched-
ules, as appearing in General Laws, chapter 30, section
46, and to the allocation to salary grades therein of the
offices and positions subject thereto.

The proposals contained in the report of Charles P.
Messick and Associates are the result of an intensive
study which commenced on November 30, 1953, and
which has been carried on during the ensuing three and
one half months. The consultants have experienced con-
siderable difficulties in meeting the March 15th dead-
line, and it was not possible for them to submit their full
report to the Special Commission until March 15, the
day on which the life of the Special Commission expired.

The nature and scope of a report such as this are bound
to be controversial in many of its aspects. The Com-
mission regrets that the time element involved in the
filing of the report has prevented it from adjudging the
merits of the Messick suggestions or from making any
recommendations based thereon.

Cf)t CommontoealtJ) of cpassacfmsetts
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However, the voluminous factual and other informa-
tion presented by the authority engaged to make the
study have, in our opinion, pointed up the desirability if
not the necessity for the General Court to review care-
fully and thoroughly the information and suggestions
herein transmitted with a view to eliminating such in-
equities as may now exist in present pay scales, and to
provide a sound and equitable base for the remunera-
tion of state employees in the future to the benefit of
the services of the Commonwealth and its people. We
believe that the reasons which prompted the General
Court to request this Commission to study the matter
will also prompt the General Court to take immediate
action in regard to it.

We wish to express our appreciation to the officers and
employees of Charles P. Messick and Associates
notably, Mr. Charles P. Messick, Mr. Fred Telford and
Mr. Walter C. Richter for the Herculean efforts which
they made in the course of this study. And we acknowl-
edge that this project could not have been completed
without the assistance and unfailing co-operation of the
many state officers and employees, too numerous to
catalogue here, who gave so generously of their time and
services.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE J. EVANS,
Chairman.

FRANCIS A. HARDING,
Vice-Chainnan.

WILLIAM E. HAYS.
WILLIAM H. BIXBY.
FRED C. HARRINGTON.
HOWARD WHITMORE, Jr.
WILLIAM H. HEARN.
RALPH LERCHE.
harry p. McAllister.
CORNELIUS F. HALEY.
FRANK VORENBERG.
PATRICK J. MOYNIHAN.



We believe that it is appropriate at this time for us to
make a general statement of our position with respect
to the project undertaken by the Commission under
chapter 12 of the Resolves of 1954.

From the outset it has been our view that the study
of the salaries of state officers and employees ought not
to have been entered into by our Commission, and that
it was unwise and unfortunate for the General Court to
revive the Commission for the purpose of continuing
this study.

Now why is this so?
First of all, a study of this sort, to be done well, re-

quires a considerable amount of time for its proper pres-
entation. The work content of each of the 1,700 odd
classes of positions in the state service must be correctly
ascertained. The relationships between jobs must be
established. A careful study of the local labor market
rates for various types of work must be prepared. And
many other things must be done before a decision can be
made relative to the upgrading and downgrading of a
job in the salary schedule. The difficulties and limita-
tions of a project of this nature are indicated by our
consultants in their report. It was obvious to us that
three or four months was not enough time for the report
to be prepared by consultants, reviewed and digested by
our Commission, and a report of detailed recommenda-
tions drafted by the Commission for submission to the
General Court.

The Commission is wise in not committing the error
of endorsing a report without careful previous scrutiny.
Over the years a reputation for honest, cautious, accu-
rate, sound work has been established by the Commis-
sion and its staff. In transmitting the Messick Report
to you, without prejudice, the Commission is faithfully
and honestly discharging its obligation, and is maintain-
ing untarnished its enviable reputation.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN E. POWERS
AND SENATOR ELIZABETH A. STANTON.
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Secondly, it has been our feeling all along that the
study of the state salary structure was not a proper func-
tion to be assigned to a commission of this kind. The
study should have been assigned to the Joint Committee
on AVays and Means, which is concerned with money bills,
or to the permanent state agency lawfully responsible
for conducting such surveys on a continuing basis the
Division of Personnel and Standardization.

For these reasons, therefore, we have opposed the
initiation of the salary study by the Commission; we
opposed the revival of the Commission in February for
the purpose of carrying on the project; and one of us
abstained in voting upon the retention of Charles P.
Messick and Associates although he did so as a matter
of principle, without reflection upon the professional in-
tegrity of Mr. Messick and his colleagues.

Since the will of the majority prevailed, and since a
considerable amount of taxpayer’s dollars have been in-
vested in the project as a consequence of the majority
decision, it is our conviction that the material prepared
by our consultants should be made available to the Gen-
eral Court wherein it will receive the examination our
commission is unable to give it. We therefore concur in
transmitting the Messick report to you, without preju-
dice, along with this statement of our views.

Sen. JOHN E. POAFERS.
Sen. ELIZABETH A. STANTON.



MINORITY REPORT.

At the first organizational meeting of this Commission
in 1949, it was agreed that a suggestion of salary changes
was not within the scope of the Commission’s investiga-
tion. It was also agreed and mentioned in every report
submitted by the Commission that no one presently in
a permanent position “shall be discharged or dismissed
from said position.” When consulted by the Executive
Director in November, 1953, I voiced my opinion, con-
curring with the above findings and reiterating that it
was my belief that we are going beyond the scope of our
original Commission.

Furthermore, it was agreed it was impossible for an
unpaid Commission, meeting infrequently, to work out
a project of such vital importance as the over-all salary
schedule. I attended the meeting held by the Commis-
sion on Thursday, March 11, and at that time the Report
of the Messick Associates was not ready. I called at
8:45 this morning, March 15, 1954, and spoke with Mr.
Messick, who informed me that they were working around
the clock on the Report, and it would not be ready for
presentation to the Commission until 11 a.m. this morn-
ing.

In my long experience in the Legislature I have wit-
nessed important pieces of legislation rushed through at
the last minute. Many times good, competent, sincere
members of the Legislature voted for this legislation
only to find when they got back home to their respective
districts that there were many things contained in the
legislation that they would never have approved if ade-
quate and sound discussion and study were given to the
matter. With over 1,800 different classifications in the
state service, and the filing deadline today at 5 p.m., it
is humanly impossible and grossly unfair to attempt to
study and make a report with information submitted to
the Commission by the Messick Associates.

May I mention at this point I did not sign the Report
authorizing the employment of Messick Associates.
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I therefore, as a minority member, recommend that
this report be turned over immediately to the Legislature,
and that in its wisdom be sent to competent authority as
the Commission on Administration and Finance, Per-
sonnel, and Civil Service sections of our government.
These three agencies have learned, competent and ex-
perienced personnel who know the state structure and
can be depended upon to submit to the Legislature a
fair, up-to-date classification system which in my opin-
ion is needed at present.

Some mention has been made, mostly by rumor, that
certain classifications are to be lowered, in so far as sal-
aries are concerned. May I suggest that Massachusetts
must go very slowly because if it is to increase the upper
brackets in order to get competent personnel, it must
also be on guard that the standards in the lower brackets
are not dropped, thereby creating a situation which would
deprive the Commonwealth of Massachusetts of promising
youngsters with a desire to make government their
career.

With the thought ever present in mind, that the Com-
mission was not created to enter into a salary discussion,
it appears to me that this act chapter 12 of the Re-
solves of 1954 —is in direct conflict with the original
intent of chapter 75 of the Acts of 1949.

If it is the desire of the Legislature to accomplish some-
thing immediately on this reclassification, my present
recommendation is that an across-the-board salary in-
crease be given to all the state employees, pending the
result of a report from the three agencies I suggested in
this minority report.

CHESTER A. DOLAN, Jr.
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1. The Assignment

The assignment given Chas. P. Messick and Associates
is set forth in a statement prepared by the Special Com-
mission on the Structure of the State Government, which
is dated November 24, 1953. The character of the pay
study and the limitations placed upon the staff in making
it are set forth in a carefully prepared statement. Therein
the Commission indicated its intention to

1. Recommend to the General Court such changes as the Commis-
sion may consider necessary or desirable in the existing assignment of
appointive offices and positions to existing salary grades in the Gen-
eral Salary Schedule or the Labor Service Salary Schedule;

2. Recommend to the General Court such additional salary grades
above the present Salary Grade No. 74 in the General Salary Schedule
and above the present Salary Grade No. 13 in the Labor Service Sal-
ary Schedule, and such reduction in the total number of the present
salary grades in each such schedule as the Commission may consider
necessary or desirable;

3. Recommend to the General Court that to any such additional
salary grades be assigned such offices and positions, whether elective
or appointive, as the Commission may consider necessary or desirable;

4. Recommend to the General Court such changes as the Commis-
sion may consider necessary or desirable in the amounts of the present
increments (t.e., “step-rate increases”) in the salary rates in the sal-
ary grades in the General Salary Schedule and the Labor Service
Salary Schedule, and in the length of time at present required to
qualify for such increments; and

5. Use, in making such recommendations, existing specifications
(required by chapters 30 and 31 of the General Laws) defining for such
offices and positions their titles, duties, responsibilities and minimum
qualifications for entrance and promotion; provided, however, that
in cases where such specifications are substantially similar, recom-
mendations for reducing the number of separate titles may be made;
and, further, that where no such specifications exist, proposed speci-
fications may be drafted and recommended.

The Special Commission on the Structure of the State
Government directed further that the pay proposals to
be developed and submitted under this assignment shall

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED CHANGES
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be based on the existing classes of positions. It was
indicated in the numbered paragraphs above quoted that
changes, if determined advisable, in the pay grades and
pay scales should be made. In a subsequent meeting of
the Special Commission, however, it was directed, by
reason of the magnitude of the assigned task, the limits
on staff to be assigned to the work, and the time limit
imposed, that basic changes in the existing pay schedules
should not be undertaken, and that the allocations and
reallocations of classes should be made to appropriate
pay schedules and grades as heretofore established. In
further explanation of its purposes in initiating this
study, the Special Commission said in its statement that
it “will not make any recommendations to the General
Court regarding

“1, The general level of the salaries of employees of
the Commonwealth; or

“2. The question whether the present classification of
any particular employee properly reflects the duties the
employee now performs.”

It is clear, therefore, that in carrying on the studies
directed by this assignment, Chas. P. Messick and Asso-
ciates were not to concern themselves with determining
the classes of positions that should be recognized, with
the titles of such classes, with the number and kind of
positions established, or with problems of internal or-
ganization and operating procedures. Rather, they were
directed to limit themselves to the allocation and reallo-
cation of the existing classes of positions which consti-
tute the civil service of the Commonwealth to the appro-
priate salary grades and pay scales. Moreover, it was
directed that these allocations and reallocations should
be based on the existing definitions for all classes of
positions as determined by the Division of Personnel
and Standardization and included in the records of that
Division.

This undertaking is not to be interpreted as a plan
for salary increases for the civil service of the Common-
wealth for the ensuing fiscal year. This important
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matter must properly be determined by the executive,
budgeting and legislative authorities. The end sought
by the Special Commission was the elimination of in-
equities as these inequities were identified, and the pro-
vision of a sounder basis for the fixing of the pay policies
and levels which may be adopted for the ensuing fiscal
year.

In the following pages are a brief discussion of the
procedures followed in assembling the pay data, the
significance and interpretation of these data, the de-
velopment of the pay proposals made, and their ar-
rangement and presentation.

2. The Collection, Tabulation, Analysis, Inter-
pretation, and Use of the Pay Data.

In Exhibit B, the tabulations of the pay data collected
are set forth in detail, along with a brief explanation of
the procedures used in selecting the business and govern-
ment organizations from which the data were obtained,
and the statistical procedures followed in tabulating these
data. This section of the report is concerned primarily
with the interpretation and use of the data as presented
in the tabulations.

It should be emphasized that while these pay data are
significant, the existing pay practices in the Massachu-
setts area and in the service of near-by States are not
the only factor to be taken into account in determining
pay policies, pay levels, and pay rates for specific classes
of positions in the Commonwealth service. A second
factor is the existing pay practices in the Commonwealth
service. A third factor is the relationship of the rates of
pay among the several classes of positions; for example,
the rates established for junior civil engineer should have
a proper relationship to the rates established for junior
accountant and for junior chemist. Even though the
pay scales for these three classes may not be identical,
they should have a proper relationship to one another.
There are other factors which should properly be taken
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into account, but, in the interest of brevity, they are not
set out in detail here.

As has already been indicated, the prevailing prac-
tices in the community may not properly be disregarded.
If the rates established for any class in the public serv-
ice are too low, recruiting competent persons to fill vacant
positions becomes difficult if not impossible. If they are
too high, an extra financial load which cannot be justi-
fied is imposed upon the taxpayers who pay the costs of
government. What may be regarded as the widely ac-
cepted belief is that a government organization such as
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts should, in general,
tend toward the practice of the more liberal employers
in the community, but that it should not be extravagant
either in the number of its personnel or in its pay policies.
The proposed pay changes, as shown in detail in Exhibit
A, have been developed with the pay standard indicated
in mind. Stated in another way, it would seem desirable,
when other factors make such action possible, to have
the starting rate for any given class of positions some-
what above the going entrance rate in business organiza-
tions in the community and comparable to the beginning
rate in local governments within the Commonwealth
and in the state services of near-by States, including
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey and
New Hampshire.

It might be inferred that the consistent application of
the principles and procedures thus outlined would call
for the collection and analysis of outside data for every
one of the 1,700 or more classes of positions in the Com-
monwealth service. This, however, is not the case. In
the first place, such an undertaking would require a large
staff of trained assistants devoting months to the task.
It would mean, too, the expenditure of large sums of
money without commensurate returns. Such an under-
taking was impossible with the available time and staff.
In any event, those who are experienced in this kind of
work recognize that the outside data are most useful in
determining certain key rates or benchmarks upon which
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may be built a sound pay structure. When these key
rates or benchmarks have been established, then the
determination of the pay scales for the great majority of
the classes in the service can be better determined by the
development of right relationships among the classes
than by means of a voluminous amount of outside data.

It is for these reasons, as is explained in greater detail
in Exhibit B, that the data collected are intended, pri-
marily, to make it possible to take due account of com-
munity pay practices in establishing the beginning rates
for a considerable number of typical classes in the Com-
monwealth service to which somewhat relatively large
numbers of positions have been allocated, such as junior
clerk, junior civil engineer, attendant nurse, graduate
nurse, skilled and unskilled manual workers, and the like.

It is, of course, of first importance that the data col-
lected, tabulated and analyzed shall be actually repre-
sentative and not deliberately or inadvertently so se-
lected as to support any predetermined conclusion. In
the collection of the pay data presented in Exhibit B, the
greatest possible care was taken to obtain data from
representative business and government organizations.
These included some whose pay policies are liberal; some
whose pay policies are economical; and some whose pay
policies follow a middle course. It was not always pos-
sible to follow this procedure in its entirety. It is be-
lieved, however, that the data shown in Exhibit B do
present the pay situation as it actually exists in the
Massachusetts area (and for a number of classes in the
near-by States) for the forty or more classes listed in
Exhibit B, and that valid conclusions may be drawn from
this substantial sampling.

It is true, of course, that different persons with differ-
ent inclinations and backgrounds may draw different
conclusions when they consider and understand such a
mass of factual information as is presented in statistical
form in Exhibit B. When consideration is given to the
community pay practices for a specific class of positions
such as junior clerk, for example, the question arises as
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to exactly what the statistics mean with reference to
that particular class or title, and what conclusions may
be drawn therefrom. Different persons may and proba-
bly will draw different conclusions.

But the actual figures do tell their story. Using this
same class, junior clerk, the data show that the estab-
lished beginning annual rate for the class in Massachu-
setts is $2,280; in New York, $2,140; in Connecticut,
$2,100; in Rhode Island, $1,620; in New Jersey, $2,040;
and in the national government, $2,750. All of these
rates should properly be taken into account in determin-
ing a proposed rate for the Commonwealth service; so,
also, should the median rate of $2,450 for 837 positions
in 36 business establishments be given consideration.

The manner in which the data are used to determine a
number of the “pay benchmarks” is explained in con-
siderable detail in section 5 following.

3. The Pattern and Amendment of the Existing
General Salary Schedule and Labor Service
Salary Schedule.

In explaining the pay proposals and the allocations
and reallocations of classes of positions to the salary
grades as shown in Exhibit A, frequent reference has
been made to the General Salary Schedule and the Labor
Service Salary Schedule. The uniform procedures pre-
scribed for the administration of these pay schedules, the
great number of pay grades (eighty-seven), and the in-
cluding of six rates of pay for each pay grade have a
certain appeal. It is the conclusion of Chas. P. Messick
and Associates, however, that these schedules can be
made better, and that a new study of them should be
undertaken by the proper authorities for the purpose of
making numerous basic and constructive changes therein.
Some examples of the deficiencies of this uniform pattern
show the need for changes.

A salary scale having six rates of pay and providing
for the lapse of twelve years for an officer or employee
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to advance from the entrance to the maximum rate,
while possibly appropriate for some classes of positions,
is not appropriate for each and every class in the Com-
monwealth service. A few examples suffice to show how
this uniform pattern defeats its own purpose. In com-
mon practice the skilled workmen, such as journeymen
carpenters and plumbers, are paid in most business
establishments at a single rate. Their pay is subject
only to the generally prevailing pay in the community
or the industry, or is a rate fixed in some other manner,
such as collective bargaining. There is no logic in follow-
ing a procedure which requires such a worker, coming
into the Commonwealth service after a number of years
as a competent member of his craft, to serve a further
period of twelve years before he reaches the maximum
rate of pay for his class. It could be argued that two or
even three rates might be required, but not six.

Again, the salary grade prescribes six steps for the
State Police trainee. This may be merely for the pur-
pose of providing an entrance rate for the training period.
It has no meaning in practice, of course, since the trainee
is brought into the regular force at the end of a short
training period lasting not longer than his first year of
service, or he is eliminated from the service.

A single rate is enough in this instance. With respect
to the class State Police trooper, the situation is entirely
different. The men holding positions allocated to this
class have embarked on a police career. There are few
other classes in the public service to which they can or
are likely to transfer. The number of higher positions to
which they may be promoted is limited. Many of the
troopers must spend their active police career in this
class. A pay scale containing even more than six rates
would be entirely appropriate for this class of positions.

The class instructor in the educational institutions of
the Commonwealth has the same kind of pay schedule,
with the same six rates, requiring twelve years to go from
the minimum rate to the maximum rate. This class, in
the eyes of the directing heads of educational institu-
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tions, both public and private, is a temporary class. In
at least some of the state educational institutions the
incumbents of positions allocated to this class are not
made permanent nor intended so to be. Service at the
instructor level is considered as a testing trial period, and
instructors are expected to graduate quickly into the
next higher level or to graduate out altogether.

In a considerable number of other classes in the middle
and upper pay levels, particularly in the technical and
professional fields, specially trained and experienced per-
sonnel are recruited from the outside when they are not
to be found within the service. An excellent example is
found in the staffing program presented by the Commis-
sioner of Public Health for the new Lemuel Shattuck
Hospital. It is represented with logic that the directing
heads of the medical staff must be men of standing and
wide experience in this new undertaking in institutional
care and treatment. It may be expected that such men
must be recruited at a rate which will induce them to
accept appointment. There is little likelihood that the
members of this directing medical staff will be interested
in any pay schedule extending over a twelve-year period,
or, indeed, any period whatever. A pay schedule, it may
be emphasized, is a working tool of the personnel op-
erators, designed for its usefulness in the work of re-
cruiting and maintaining an adequate force at a reasonable
cost to carry on the work and activities that the Com-
monwealth undertakes for its people. It is not an end in
itself.

In the statement of the Special Commission on the
Structure of the State Government, dated November 24,
1953, which is the basis for all the pay work done, there
was recognition of the possible need for adding to or sub-
tracting from the number of existing pay grades. As has
been pointed out, however, the whole matter is too com-
plex to be solved merely by the addition or subtraction
of grades. While some of the grades in the pay schedules
are not presently used, it is not proposed that they be
officially eliminated at this time. But in order to pro-
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vide for desirable adjustments in the upper levels, three
additions were found to be necessary. It is proposed,
therefore, that three grades, 75, 76 and 77, be added to
the general salary schedule, as follows:

11,580 11,880 12,180 12,480.
11,880 12,180 12,480 12,780.
12,180 12,480 12,780 13,080.

Grade 75; 300 10,980 11,280
Grade 76: 300 11,280 11,580
Grade 77: 300 11,580 11,880

It should be reiterated and emphasized that the present
pattern of general and labor service salary grades is be-
lieved not to be well adapted to the achievement of sound
and desirable pay objectives, and that a careful study of
these schedules looking toward numerous basic revisions
be made as soon as possible.

For ease ofreference, the present General Salary Sched-
ule and the Labor Service Salary Schedule are made a
part of this report as Exhibit C.

One of the difficult problems encountered in carrying
out the assignment referred to in section 1 of this report
is the action to be taken with regard to the higher classes
of positions. The general across-the-board increases
granted in recent years, and subsequently made a part
of the permanent pay structure, have thrown the estab-
lished rates and levels of pay in the Commonwealth serv-
ice out of line and have created a great many improper
relationships in these rates and levels of pay. This has
happened not only in the lower but also in the middle
and the higher pay groups. This “crowding” is particu-
larly noticeable in the middle and upper levels of the
pay structure, and extends, with equal force, but not for
the same reasons, to the statutory rates and levels for
department and division heads.

In order to correct at least some of this “crowding,”
and in an effort to re-establish better relationships in the
rates and levels of pay running through the whole service,

4. The Levels and Rates of Pay for the Higher
Classes of Positions.
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at the same time keeping in mind the acute recruiting
problems in some of the technical and professional fields,
it has seemed necessary to propose numerous changes in
the pay rates and levels in the middle and upper pay
groups. In working out these proposals, particularly in
the higher levels, the matter of the pay relationship of
the principal administrative, technical and professional
employees to that of the department, bureau and divi-
sion heads had to be faced. In any correct pay structure,
the pay of the full-time, active department, bureau or
division head should be above that of his top assistant,
and in a right relationship to that of other department,
bureau and division heads throughout the service. Fur-
thermore, the directing administrative heads in the gov-
ernment of the Commonwealth should be paid adequately.
This does not mean, of course, that the Commonwealth
should undertake to compete with business organizations
in fixing its rates of pay for its executive and administra-
tive heads. It does, or should, mean, however, that in
fixing pay for the top levels, the responsible Common-
wealth officers should act in such a way as not to preclude
outstanding men and women from the business and pro-
fessional fields, who desire to serve their government,
from accepting such service by reason of the inadequate
pay of the higher executive and administrative officers.

At present the pay for some classes of subordinate
positions is above that for their superiors. While each
such case has been weighed carefully, the proposals
made herewith increase rather than diminish the number
of these situations. That number could, with equity,
be greatly increased. To relieve this awkward situation,
and to bring more nearly in line the pay of the executive
and department heads charged with the determination
of basic policies and procedures and with the over-all
direction of important sectors of the Commonwealth
administration, it is recommended that an early study
be made of the pay rates which have been established by
statute for this group of public servants, with a view to
the correction of inequalities as among department,
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bureau and division officers, and for the purpose of
bringing the pay levels of the Commonwealth for these
officers more nearly in line with present practices in
other States, and particularly in those near by.

5. The Procedures used in Developing the Pay
Proposals.

In building the pay structure for a large, diversified
and complex organization such as that of the Common-
wealth service, the pay technician must follow some such
device as that of the survey engineer who, for a consid-
erable geographical area, has to establish the metes and
bounds for numerous pieces of property. The engineer
cannot proceed with his work until he establishes certain
benchmarks, some primary and others subsidiary or
supplemental. All other levels and measurements are
then related to these primary and supplemental bench-
marks. The pay technician must follow a comparable
procedure. He must establish or have established his
primary and supplemental pay benchmarks and must
then determine the levels and rates of pay for all other
classes of positions concerned with the same or related
kinds of work by reference to these pay benchmarks.

The principal pay benchmarks used in working out the
specific pay proposals for the more than 1,700 classes of
positions, as set forth in Exhibit A, are as follows:

1. The beginning rate of pay for junior clerk.
2. The beginning rate of pay for cleaner. The positions allocated

to this class are filled by women doing cleaning and other light manual
tasks.

3. The beginning rate of pay for janitor. The positions allocated
to this class are filled by men doing cleaning work who normally, in
addition, do some additional tasks, such as moving furniture and, in
some cases, washing windows.

4. The beginning rate of pay for the class called laborer. The posi-
tions allocated to this class are filled by men who do varied manual
tasks, many involving heavy work.

5. The beginning rate of pay for some of the other skilled labor or
artisan classes such as carpenter.

6. The beginning rate of pay for some one of the professional classes
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of the beginning professional level. In this case, the class junior civil
engineer was chosen because of the large number of positions allo-
cated to this class.

7. The beginning rate of pay for at least one of the nursing and
attending classes to which large numbers of positions are allocated.
In this case the classes called attendant nurse and graduate nurse
were chosen.

The determination of these and other pay benchmarks
calls for the same care in developing and overhauling the
pay structure that the determination of his benchmarks
requires and gets when the engineer has to determine
land levels and boundaries. There are many and difficult
factors which have to be taken into account. Without
much doubt, the most significant of all these factors is
the existing pay levels and pay rates in the particular
organization whose pay structure is examined. If the
pay increases considered desirable are too numerous and
too great, the executive officers and legislative officers
are hesitant to adopt what may be termed an extravagant
policy, and the taxpayers, in the case of a government
organization, are unwilling and may regard themselves
as unable to bear the additional financial costs involved.
If the proposals mean numerous and drastic reductions
in the existing rates, employees feel themselves unfairly
treated.

The factor of next importance is undoubtedly the pre-
vailing pay practices among business and government
organizations in the geographical area concerned, since
these represent a concensus which may not be lightly
ignored. Few business or government organizations are
either willing or able to adopt and follow procedures
radically different from those of the community, though
here and there they may, for some groups, knowingly de-
part from the community practices.

A third factor is the ease or difficulty of recruiting and
retaining qualified officers and employees for the several
classes. If the pay rates are unduly high, unneccessary
costs are involved; while if they are too low, qualified
officers and employees cannot be recruited and retained.
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While these factors should be given major considera-
tion, there are other though lesser ones involved in es-
tablishing the pay benchmarks.

A few examples will suffice to indicate the manner in
which Chas. P. Messick and Associates developed the
pay benchmarks which were used in working out the pay
proposals for the 1,700 plus classes of positions as set
forth in Exhibit A. One of the most significant is the
beginning rate for junior clerk, as this determines directly
or indirectly the rates for all the clerical classes to which
some three or four thousand positions of the clerical type
in the Commonwealth service are allocated.

It will be noted that the basic proposal is that the be-
ginning rate for junior clerk be $2,160 a year instead of
the present $2,280. In this case, there can be little
doubt that the pay practices in the community should be
governing, as the Commonwealth is one of the large es-
tablishments having a considerable number of employees
of this kind. Therefore, in collecting and tabulating the
pay data included in Exhibit B, a studied effort was made
to determine what the existing pay practices as to junior
clerk are, not only in Massachusetts but also in the public
services of near-by States. All told, the present rates of
pay for approximately two thousand separate employees
belonging in the category junior clerk were obtained (these
figures do not include almost a thousand such positions
in the Commonwealth service).

The tabulations show that in 36 business establishments
with more than 800 positions, the first quartile rate (one
fourth of the way from the botton to the top rate) is
$1,930 a year; that the median rate (half the way from
the bottom to the top rate) is $2,452 a year; and that
the third quartile rate (three fourths of the way from the
bottom to the top rate) is $2,713 a year. The similar
rates for six government organizations with more than
600 positions differ somewhat but not markedly. The
starting rate in New York State service is $2,140 a year,
in Connecticut, $2,100, in Rhode Island, $1,620, in New
Jersey, $2,040, and in the national service, $2,750. It is
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on the basis of these data that the starting rate of $2,160
is recommended.

Additional extensive data were collected for junior
clerk and typist, junior clerk and stenographer, and junior
accounting clerk (this class is not specifically recognized
in the Commonwealth service) in order to determine
whether any differentials in the beginning rates for these
three classes should be made as compared with the be-
ginning rate of $2,160 decided upon for junior clerk. At
present there is no differential; the beginning rate is
uniformly $2,280. The data for these groups contained
in Exhibit B show that, on the whole, the pay level for
typist is somewhat lower than that for junior clerk. The
differences, however, seem not sufficient to call for a
different beginning rate. As to junior clerk and stenog-
rapher and junior accounting clerk, however, the situation
is different. The data show quite conclusively that the
business practice is to pay the stenographic and financial
record keeping groups more than is paid the general clerks
and the typists; therefore, a beginning rate of $2,400 a
year instead of $2,160 is proposed for junior clerk and
stenographer and for those classes corresponding to junior
accounting clerk.

Another of the large groups in the Commonwealth
service is the nursing and attending group. Almost
4,000 positions are allocated to the class attendant nurse
and a considerable additional number to such closely
related classes as special attendant, charge attendant
nurse, licensed attendant nurse and hospital supervisor
attendant. At present, in the Commonwealth service,
the beginning rate for attendant nurse is $2,400 a year.
The beginning rate in the New Jersey state service is
$2,280 a year; in the New York State service, $2,140;
in Connecticut, $2,460; in New Hampshire, $2,200; and
in Rhode Island, $2,100. These data indicate that, as
compared with the beginning rate in near-by States, the
$2,400 rate in the Commonwealth service is on the liberal
side. This tentative conclusion is supported by the
beginning rate of $2,243 in the Boston City Hospital.
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On the other hand, 60 employees of this type are paid the
beginning rate of $2,500 per year at the Veterans’ Ad-
ministration Hospital in Jamaica Plain. It is proposed
that the present rather liberal beginning rate of $2,400
be retained, with the hope that the quality of those
recruited in the future may be improved.

Several nurse classes constitute a third large group in
the Commonwealth service. Some 570 positions are
allocated to the class head nurse alone. The data under
the heading Hospital General Duty Nurse, a class with
somewhat lesser total responsibilities than those of the
head nurse in the Commonwealth service, indicate that
a beginning rate of $3,120, as compared with the present
$2,820, would be, on the whole, conservative. The
beginning rate in the New Jersey state service is $3,120
in the New York state service, $3,086; and in Connecticut
$3,540. The data for the group of nurses employed in
business establishments, arbitrarily labeled as Business
Establishment Nurse in the pay tabulations, would
indicate that for this type of nursing work, involving
ittle or no supervisory responsibilities, the pay is con

n $3,000 a year. Of even greater
ignificance, the head nurse in the Commonwealth insti-

tutions frequently has to supervise groups of attendants
who may be paid up to $3,000 a year. In addition, the
operating officers report that they have difficulty in
recruiting a sufficient number of qualified nurses at the
existing beginning rate of $2,820. Altogether, it seems
desirable to propose a beginning rate of $3,000 a year for
graduate nurse and $3,120 a year for head nurse in the
Commonwealth service.

As to the various classes of physicians, it was not
possible in the time available to collect sufficient data
to serve in determining a suitable benchmark for the
medical classes. Therefore other factors were carefully
weighed. One of these factors, of course, is the recruiting
difficulties. Without exception, the heads of the operating
units which include medical classes to which a consider-
able number of positions is allocated, stated that they
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have, and have had, great difficulty in recruiting and
retaining competent physicians for the classes called
assistant physician and senior physician, for which the
beginning rates are now $5,580 and $7,380, respectively.
While there is no reason to believe that this action offers
any real solution for this problem, raising these rates
might be helpful. But it would seem that basically the
difficulty is one of staffing. Until recently few internes
and residents have been employed in the state institutions;
at present, steps are being taken to correct this staffing
deficiency. It is significant, however, that as yet the
class junior physician is not even recognized in the Com-
monwealth service. In view of this situation, it was
decided to propose that the beginning rate for assistant
physician remain at $5,880 as at present, and that a gap
be left between the top rate of $7,380 for assistant phy-
sician and the proposed beginning rate of $8,280 for
senior physician; this was done with the hope that the
level for assistant physician may be raised when the
staffing deficiencies in the lower levels are remedied.
On this basis, a beginning rate of $8,280 is proposed for
senior physician; $9,480 for director of clinical psy-
chiatry; and a still higher beginning rate, $11,580, for
the superintendents of the larger institutions. The
Commonwealth has many millions of dollars invested in
large and small institutions. It spends annually other
millions for the maintenance of the plants and the care
and treatment of the patients and others committed to
the institution. The recognized shortage of physicians
is nationwide. The market is competitive. The Com-
monwealth must have its quota of qualified medical
officers and must pay the rates necessary to obtain and
retain them. It is with these considerations in mind
that the proposed rates for physicians above the assistant
physician level have been advanced.

In establishing the pay benchmark for the beginning
level of engineering, chemical, accounting and other pro-
fessional groups, except the medical, the critical rate in
the Commonwealth service is naturally the beginning
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rate for junior civil engineer. All told, there are more
than a thousand engineering positions of various levels
in the Commonwealth service; of these, more than 300
are allocated to the class junior civil engineer, with
another 360 allocated to the sub-professional classes
called junior engineering aid and senior civil engineering
aid. The number of chemists, accountants and other
professional workers is not so great, but is large enough
to require careful consideration. The beginning rate for
junior civil engineer is considered the primary pay bench-
mark for these groups, and the rates and scales of pay
for the other professional and sub-professional groups
are related to it as much as to the data collected.

The pay tabulations show that in one large business
establishment which employs approximately 100 junior
engineers, a flat rate of $420 a month is paid; in another
sizable business establishment with 29 positions the low-
est rate is $3,600 a year, the first quartile rate is $4,000,
the median rate is $4,500, and the third quartile rate is
$4,700. In eight other business establishments with 24
positions the first quartile, median and third quartile
rates are, respectively, $3,548, $4,069 and $5,165. In
the Connecticut state service with 172 junior civil engi-
neer positions, the three rates are, respectively, $4,920,
$4,920 and $5,160. In four other government organiza-
tions with 27 positions, the three rates are $3,861, $4,278
and $4,673. The beginning rate in the New Jersey state
service is $3,480 a year and in the New York state serv-
ice, $3,486 a year. Taken together, these data seem to
indicate rather clearly that the present beginning rate
of $4,080 a year for junior civil engineer in the Common-
wealth service is in line with the going rate for junior
civil engineer in the Massachusetts area and in near-by
States. It is difficult to disregard the lower beginning
rates in the near-by States of New Jersey and New York,
since they must recruit and maintain large engineering
staffs. Taking account of all these data, it is proposed
that the present pay schedule for junior civil engineer,
with a beginning rate of $4,080 a year, be continued.
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Following the same procedures and reasoning as indi-
cated above, in considering the data shown in the pay
tabulations for junior engineering aid, senior engineering
aid, junior accountant and junior chemist, and taking
due account of the ease and difficulty of recruiting quali-
fied persons, it is proposed that the beginning rate for
junior engineering aid be $2,400 in place of the present
$2,880; that the beginning rate for senior engineering
aid be $3,300 instead of $3,480; that the beginning rate
for junior accountant be $3,120 instead of the existing
$3,360; that the beginning rate for junior chemist be
continued at $3,600 as at present; and so on for some
other professional groups.

Another pay benchmark of consequence is the begin-
ning rate for the skilled labor or artisan classes, such as
carpenter, electrician, plumber and steamfitter, and
painter. All the data, whether from business establish-
ments or from other government organizations, indicate
that the Commonwealth has followed a very conserva-
tive course in establishing pay scales for these groups.
At present, the beginning rate for painter is $2,640 a
year, and for carpenter, electrician, plumber and steam-
fitter, roofer, and most other groups except machinist,
$2,940 a year. In view of the community pay practices
for these groups and of the recruiting problems encoun-
tered with the existing entrance rates, it is proposed that
a beginning rate of $3,300 a year be established for all
except machinist, for which a beginning rate of $3,660
is proposed.

It seems hardly necessary to detail further the con-
siderations leading to the fixing of other pay benchmarks.
The pay data shown in Exhibit B may be studied by
those who desire to go into the matter further.

With a number of primary and supplemental pay
benchmarks thus established, the procedures followed in
arriving at the pay recommendations for literally hun-
dreds of other classes may be readily understood. With
a pay pattern which includes six rates for each class,
with the pay intervals mostly $l2O in the lower levels,
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and with the beginning rate of $2,160 for junior clerk
established, the pay schedule for the class may be com-
pleted by adding the other five rates, that is, $2,280,
$2,400, $2,520, $2,640, $2,760. Following the well-es-
tablished practice in the Commonwealth service of mak-
ing the beginning rate for the next higher class in the
series the fourth or fifth rate of the class below it, the
proposed pay scale for senior clerk becomes $2,640,
$2,760, $2,880, $3,000, $3,120 and $3,240. The proposed
pay scales for the other classes in the clerical series,
including principal clerk, head clerk, head administrative
clerk, and chief administrative clerk, are developed in
the same way. The same procedures are used in work-
ing out the proposals for the clerk and typist series, for
the statistical and financial record keeping series, and
for other clerical groups as well as for many other classes
in the service.

It is not always possible, however, to follow a single
and uniform pattern. The relationships among classes
of the same general type are not always definite and
clean cut. For example, there are relatively large num-
bers of inspecting and investigating classes which have
some common factors but which differ among themselves
in important particulars and to such a degree that the
proper scale of pay may not be easily determined. The
process of assembling adequate and dependable data for
these and comparable types or kinds of classes would
require an excessive amount of time and money. It was
therefore necessary in many cases to follow another
procedure. This depends primarily upon an appraisal of
the relationships among the various classes in view of
the total field, office and other responsibilities imposed
upon those holding positions allocated to the different
types of inspecting and investigation classes.

There is no formula, for example, which gives certain
and invariable answers as what may be considered proper
relative rates of pay for food inspector and for alcoholic
beverage investigator. The two types of work are unlike
in nature. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of the duties
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and responsibilities of the workers holding positions allo-
cated to the two classes makes it possible to draw quite
sound conclusions as to what the relative rates of pay
should be. In the case of these two classes, for example,
the individual worker must deal with various people of
many types; he must ascertain and record facts; he must
appraise these facts to determine compliance with the
law and with established standards; he must endeavor to
persuade those who fall short of the legally established
standards voluntarily to observe such standards; and he
must report to his superior officer what he finds and what
action, if any, seems in order. These comparisons, while
much more difficult than the operations involved in work-
ing out the recommended pay rates for the successively
higher grades of clerks, typists, stenographers, financial
record keepers, engineers and accountants, are still within
the capacity of the trained pay technician. In the case
of food inspector and alcoholic beverage investigator, the
conclusion that the beginning rate for food inspector
should be $3,780, and for alcoholic beverage inspector
$3,900, is not merely a guess; it is based upon a very
careful analysis of the types of work involved, of the
problems encountered, and of the talents required to do
the two types of work with reasonable competence.

As the distance from the pay benchmark increases,
the task of the pay technician becomes steadily more
difficult. Nevertheless, the more complex relationships
can be analyzed and reasonably accurate appraisals made.
At any rate, there was no other course to follow within
the limits of the assignment.

It may be pointed out too that in the Commonwealth
service four other factors of significance add to the diffi-
culties of the pay technician. The first comes about from
the fact that, in a good many cases, unlike positions are
allocated to the same class. To cite a single example,
positions whose incumbents do principally key punch card
work and others whose incumbents principally operate
the tabulating machine used in sorting the key punch
cards are, at present, both allocated to the class statistical
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machine operator. The common practice in nearly all
business and in most government organizations is to pay
more for the tabulating machine work than for the key
punch work. The question of deciding which of these
tasks shall be used in determining the beginning pay rate
to be proposed for this class containing unlike positions
immediately arises.

The second additional factor involves the multifarious
problems encountered in carrying on successful recruiting.
Many qualified persons who are willing to work in the
urban areas are unwilling to work in the somewhat remote
rural areas where some state institutions are located.
Even in the Boston metropolitan area, railroad and bus
schedules sometimes make it difficult for those living in
the suburbs to reach their places of work in the down-
town Boston area at the time the day’s work is sched-
uled to begin.

A third factor affecting the pay proposals for the higher
classes of positions is that the rates of pay fixed by statute
for some of the top classes are unduly low. It so happens
too that the relations among the statutory rates of pay
for these classes in different operating units do not con-
sistently reflect the aggregate of the administrative and
other responsibilities involved.

The pay technician’s difficulties increase, too, as he
comes nearer and nearer to the top level classes in the
Commonwealth service. The number of levels of ad-
ministrative and directing officers is rather consistently
numerous and their area of work and responsibility be-
comes more and more limited. Often there are first,
second and third assistants and deputies to the commis-
sioners as well as first, second and third assistants to the
directors in charge of bureaus or divisions. The class
definitions do not always spell out clearly exactly what
administrative, supervisory, public relations, research,
and other responsibilities, have actually been assigned
to each such assistant or deputy and for which he is held
responsible. Even personal conferences with the direct-
ing officers have not always cleared up the matters which
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need to be understood in arriving at sound pay conclu-
sions.

Despite these and other difficulties, it is believed that,
in the main, the pay proposals for the middle and top
classes of positions represent appraisals and conclusions
which warrant the careful consideration of the executive
and legislative officers who must concern themselves
with the pay of these officers.

While every possible effort has been made to present
in understandable form the great volume of data that
make up the pay proposals for the more than 1,700 classes
now recognized in the Commonwealth service, it requires
considerable time for an informed person to grasp the
meaning and purport of these pay proposals applying
to the many and diverse types and classes of positions.
These proposals, as is set forth in Exhibit A of the report,
occupy more than 300 pages. To get the full significance
of these proposals requires considerable time. Even
running through the pages to determine the extent to
which right relationships are maintained throughout the
service requires considerable effort. It seems desirable,
therefore, to call attention to some aids which should be
helpful.

The Division of Personnel and Standardization main-
tains current, or nearly current, as the changing character
of the personnel forces of the Commonwealth will permit,
a record of the classes for all permanent positions on a
department, bureau, division or agency basis; the records
also show the number of positions allocated to each
class. This document is titled “Permanent Positions
Allowed in the Budget as of 6/30/54.” The classes
occurring in each of the operating units in the Common-
wealth service (with a few exceptions) are listed in a
group on a separate page or pages. For each operating
unit the classes and positions occurring in that unit are

6. Aids in Understanding and Appraising the Pay
Proposals
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listed in alphabetical order, along with the number of
permanent positions allocated to each class appearing
therein and the salary grade to which the class is now
allocated. The listings show also whether the positions
allocated to each class are subject to the Civil Service
Law and Rules. This document was made available to
Chas. P. Messick and Associates and has been supple-
mented during the course of this study in minor ways
by the addition of new classes or corrected numbers of
employees holding positions allocated to some classes
and also by information respecting some classes of tem-
porary positions.

This listing of permanent classes and positions, with
such additions as have been made, has been used as the
official and final record of the complete Commonwealth
service and as a constant and official reference in carry-
ing out this assignment. The proposals herein made
cover every class of positions entered therein except
members of some boards and the heads of some agencies.
By way of parenthesis it should be said that, for some
of the units, the number and titles of members of boards
or commissions, together with the current rate of pay,
has been listed. It was not intended that these items
should remain in the final document, and such as may be
found are not to be regarded as carrying any significance.
The pressure of time did not permit the elimination of
every such item. There is, of course, always the possi-
bility that there may have been copying and typing
errors here and there and by accident a few classes may
have been inadvertently omitted. No such omissions
have been found by such checking and rechecking as
time permitted.

It should be noted that this budget book of the Division
of Personnel lists only the permanent classes and positions.
There are also, in the Commonwealth service, numerous
classes and positions officially designated as temporary.
While the great proportion of these positions is un-
doubtedly allocated to the “permanent classes” which
are included in the additional document, it is probable
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that a limited number of classes under which such tem-
porary positions are listed are not included in Exhibit A.
Diligent effort has been made in the time available to
obtain complete data on these temporary classes and posi-
tions, but it is not believed that this effort was completely
successful. The symbol TP in this report indicates that
the class and the positions allocated thereto are temporary.

The alphabetical listing of the classes occurring in any
operating unit has the advantage of facilitating ready
reference when the exact title of a class is known. It
has the disadvantage, however, of making difficult a quick
understanding of the internal organization of the operating
unit. Therefore in Exhibit A the classes in each of the
operating units are arranged in what is usually called the
schematic order; that is, the closely related classes are
grouped together. In the large institutions of the De-
partment of Mental Health, for example, the attendant
classes are listed first in ascending order. Then come the
nursing classes, likewise in ascending order; then the
medical classes; then the professional and sub-profes-
sional classes; then the farm and garden classes, the
heating and power plant classes, the clerical classes,
and other such groups. Such a listing does not, of course,
indicate with completeness what the internal organization
of the operating unit is, but it does facilitate a broad
understanding of such matters.

In order to avoid time-consuming cross references,
both the present and proposed salary grades and the
present and proposed scales of pay are indicated for each
and every class. This arrangement enables the reader,
without reference to any other document, to see on one
line the title of any class listed therein, the number of
positions allocated thereto, the method of recruiting, and
the existing and proposed salary grades and scales of pay;
the page as a whole (or a succession of two, three, or four
pages) makes evident a number of the significant facts
as to occupational groups and internal organizations.

One additional aid of considerable significance is con-
tained in Exhibit C. The data contained in this exhibit
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are based primarily on the working papers used in this
study. They are not, as a matter of fact, a part of the
official assignment; but since they could be made readily
available and will be of probable value to those officials
having to do with pay proposals and pay policies in the
Commonwealth, they have been duplicated and sub-
mitted. In this exhibit, the present and proposed rates
of pay for a considerable number of the closely related
and more populous classes have been so arranged as to
show the relationship among these classes as they appear
throughout the service rather than as they appear in a
particular operating unit. These occupational groups, as
they are labeled, enable the reader to see quickly, for ex-
ample, the relationships among the classes in a series
such as junior clerk and stenographer, senior clerk and
stenographer, and hearings stenographer. In some of the
schematic lists, this relationship is apparent without the
occupational group listing, but in some of the operating
units there may be one senior clerk and stenographer, but
no junior clerk and stenographer and no hearings stenog-
rapher. In the occupational group lists the related
populous classes are brought together.

Pay Proposals.

Whenever extensive changes are made in the pay struc-
ture of a large business or government organization, a
number of problems must be faced. One is the time when
the adjustments in the pay of officers and employees are
to be made. A second is the manner in which such pay
adjustments shall be made. A third is the immediate and
long-time effects upon the total pay roll in individual op-
erating units and in the organization as a whole. It is
assumed that if the authorized executive and legislative
officers of the Commonwealth approve the pay recom-
mendations contained in Exhibit A, with such modifica-
tions as they deem desirable, the following procedures
(which have become almost, but not quite, standard)
will be substantially followed:

7. The Time and Manner of giving Effect to the
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1. The pay proposals will be given effect at the beginning
of the ensuing fiscal year; that is, July 1, 1954.

2. Any officer or employee whose present rate of pay
is less than the newly established minimum rate for his
class will be advanced to such newly established minimum
rate as of July 1, 1954.

3. Any officer or employee whose present rate of pay is
above the newly established maximum rate for his class
will continue at such existing rate, but will not be further
advanced in pay as long as he serves in a position allocated
to such class unless, at some subsequent time, the maxi-
mum rate for the class should be raised above the rate of
pay which he is receiving as of the date on which these
proposals are put into effect. No actual reductions in pay
are to be made in these cases.

4. Any officer or employee whose existing rate of pay
is at one of the established rates in the new scale of pay
for his class will have future adjustments made at the
time and in accordance with the general procedures fol-
lowed in making pay adjustments.

5. Any officer or employee whose existing rate of pay is
within the newly established rate of pay for the class, but
not at one of the established rates, will likewise continue
at his existing rate of pay until such time as his pay is
further adjusted in accordance with the general plan for
making pay adjustments.

6. Any newly appointed officer or employee coming
into the service as an entrant will normally begin at the
minimum rate of the newly adopted scale of pay; but
provision may be made separately for beginning at one
of the higher rates if such action is approved under
established procedures by the proper authorities for
what is considered good cause. The present practice is,
almost without exception, that new entrants must, at
the outset, receive the beginning rate of pay for the class.
It has been represented again and again by various ap-
pointing authorities, during the time in which this study
has been carried on, that the present practice frequently
operates to prevent them from obtaining qualified people
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in the technical and professional fields, and that operat-
ing heads are obliged to urge advancement in pay grades
in order that the minimum rate may be high enough to
attract a sufficient number of qualified available persons.
This upgrading, if authorized, tends to throw the numer-
ous pay relationships out of line immediately; and a
few such upgradings create more problems than they
settle. The end result, both actually and potentially, is
to add to pay-roll totals and increase dissatisfaction
among other employees and groups who do not feel that
they have been accorded the same consideration. It is
believed to be a better pay practice to provide, with
proper safeguards to prevent abuses, a procedure under
which responsible directing and operating officers may
appoint new entrants at one of the established rates
other than the beginning rate, when it is shown that the
recruiting of competent and qualified technical and pro-
fessional officers and employees makes it necessary to

at one of the higher rates in
personnel to fill existing and

make such appointments
order to obtain sufficient
occurring vacancies.

7. When an officer or
higher class with a higher
on the effective date of hi
minimum rate for the clas

employee is promoted to a
minimum rate of pay, his pay

i promotion will be at least the
3 to which he is promoted, and

in no instance below the rate of pay he is receiving at the
time of promotion. Such officer or employee promoted
will continue at his existing rate until adjustments are
made within the established scale in accordance with
the general pay adjustment procedure. The procedure
might provide that the promoted officer or employee
should receive some advancement at the time of pro-
motion unless there are good reasons that such increase
in pay should not be made at the time.

Another problem which must be met is providing the
funds to advance immediately to the newly established
minimum rate those at present paid below that rate.
This type of financial problem arises, of course, in con-
nection with all sorts of activities. The probable maxi-
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mum amounts to put into effect the proposals made
herein are not large relatively, and it is reasonable to
assume that the needed funds may be made available
out of present or prospective revenues.

A third problem, arising by reason of the great number
of rates in the existing pay schedules, is the adjustment
of the pay of officers and employees whose present rate
is between the minimum and maximum adopted rates
for their class, but not at any one of those rates. There
is no known solution for this problem which is com-
pletely satisfactory under all circumstances. The existing
practice in the Commonwealth service is probably as
satisfactory as any that can be devised. At present the
officer or employee continues at his existing rate until an
adjustment is made in accordance with the general plan
for pay adjustments.

Because of the limited time available for carrying
out the assigned pay task, and particularly in view of the
March 15 deadline, it has not been possible to determine
accurately the total immediate and long-time effect on
the pay-roll total of adopting and effectuating these pay
proposals. A rough estimate only can be given at this
time.

If the number and kinds of position and the classes of
position remained substantially unchanged, and if the
procedures in the above numbered paragraphs are
followed, it is believed that the total additions to the
pay roll in the next fiscal year would probably be between
$1,000,000 and $1,500,000. Undoubtedly there would
be some additions to the existing pay roll at the outset
for the reason that those below the new minimums would
be advanced to the new minimum, while those above the
proposed maximums would continue at their existing
rates of pay.

Continuing the assumption that the number and
kinds of positions remain unchanged, and that their
classification remains as at present, when officers and
employees leave the service and their successors are ap-
pointed at the new entrance rates the total pay rolls will
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be reduced. If the labor turnover in the civil service
remains approximately as at present, the initial increases
would probably be offset in the second year after adoption
of these grades; and in the course of the next five years
the total pay roll would be reduced below existing totals
by possibly as much as $2,000,000 a year as more ap-
pointments are made in accordance with the new scales
of pay.

[Attached schedules and other data submitted by the
Commission are on file with the original papers in the
office of the House Clerk.]


